
FEBRUARY 2010
        P.O. Box 20707, Phoenix, AZ 85036

Dear Harvest Partner,                 Tele: (602) 996-3187

In this letter we’re going to talk a little bit about the things coming in the very near future. The world can’t get enough talking 
about 2012. So we’re going to put together a little note to let you know all of the events they have been talking about and some
they haven’t.  Even a movie called “2012” brings almost total destruction to the earth. But according to the Scriptures, Rev. chap. 
20 reveals the thousand years of peace, the Millennium. First, the total eclipse, Nov. 13, 2012. The Mayan calendar ends Dec. 21, 
2012. Also the earth has completed a 25,000-year cycle around the Sun and as this eclipse takes place we will be at the center of 
the galaxy. Also for the first time in 100 years Venus will pass in front of the Sun. Scientists are saying the magnetic poles are 
starting a transition period changing the magnetic field. This may sound like science fiction but these facts are coming. –
Leading to 2012 there are many solar and lunar eclipses as well as many strange events in the heavens. So the heavens are 
speaking! At the end these signs shall appear just before the return of Jesus, Luke 21:25. The solar cycles will be peaking and 
does not bode well for the earth’s weather. Famine and severe food shortages leading to food riots; protest and rebellion will be 
the order of the day! All of this will be leading up to the Great Tribulation – a very violent time, earthquakes, volcanoes and huge 
storms as never seen before. This is the hour for the 91st Psalm, for Armageddon looms ahead. And if the Lord didn’t 
intervene there would be no flesh saved, Matt. 24:22. And now a quote from Neal Frisby.                                                                                               

The Prophetic Clock is Ticking – “This generation is climaxing! – The nations are at the crossroads! The hour of decision is 
slipping away! The moon in symbolism is at eclipse! The last picture of the sun is going down! And in the not too distant future
the sinister shadows of the beast power will darken and spread across the earth!” – “God’s great wings of compassion and 
healing are spread out! He beckons with His Word and Spirit for His children to hurry and abide under the protection of 
the Almighty!” – “For soon the religious leaders will be dumbfounded; the politicians will be in confusion; the populace will be 
perplexed! – Society as a whole will be in disarray! The weather in nature will be out of control; the earth will shake with divine 
displeasure! The sea will be out of its bounds!” – “Terror will reign in the cities . . . no safety! – Perilous times in the streets! –
Law enforcements cannot cope with the murders, rapes, robberies, gangs and rebellious youth!” – “Lights appearing in the 
heavens forecasting earth change! Ominous feeling that Christ is being rejected by the masses! – During this time the sun 
will be heating up, its sun spots at maximum!” – “Nearing an era of terror, soon this planet will disclose the figure of hell, the 
son of perdition! – New weapons forming, science reaching a zenith! – The shadowy angel of pestilence and destruction will 
soon appear; Abaddon will cast his woe! – Death will ride the apocalyptic horse! The flame of hell follows close behind!” –
“As I sat down, this prophecy just poured out! At some point it comes to its final conclusion!” – “It will not be too long from 
now, because at the beginning it said . . . our generation is climaxing . . . it is nearing its peak concerning time allotted!”

Coming Events – “We know when Jesus ministered His signs and wonders were truly in the miraculous! – He truly raised 
the dead, He gave forth creative miracles, He spoke and nature and the weather obeyed Him, etc.! – But there is one thing for 
certain He never did use magic, sorcery, witchcraft or any type lying sign or wonder! – He walked and spoke in the supernatural 
power of the Almighty!” – “But on the other hand at the end of the age the anti-Christ (false messiah) will try to imitate in lying 
signs and wonders similar works of Christ! – Yet it will be nothing but delusion, magic mingled with sorcery and witchcraft and 
the use of super science!” – “II Thess. 2:9-11 – Rev. 13:13-18 reveals exactly how he will come and some of the things that he 
will do!”

The Revelation Prophecy – “Some people have often asked me to explain in order, the events to come concerning these end 
time subjects! First (future) when the last seven years begin! Between then and the middle of it comes the Translation!” “The 
Great Tribulation then begins in full swing! At the end of this, the Fiery Battle of Armageddon!” “Climaxing in the Great Day of
the Lord” – “Then Rev. chap.20 reveals the thousand years of peace (The Millennium)!” “At the end of this The Great 
White Throne Judgment, and then followed by The New Heavens and The New Earth and the beautiful Holy City!” – “Then 
time blends into Eternity, where the Bride is and has been with the Lord Jesus! (Rev. chaps. 21 and 22!) These chapters 
are infallible and these things will appear!” (End quote.) – These events will lead up to the anti-Christ, for out of chaos he will 
arrive. They will be looking for a strong man to solve all their problems, for this truly is the hour for great events.      

I’m releasing a Special Writing called “Prophetic Signs and Events” as well as a dynamic DVD called “Lights Uttering” 
(See offer below.) We have many projects to release new materials and new books as well as CD’s and DVD’s. I will need your 
help more than ever and I know that the Lord will truly bless and guide you as we await His soon return.

                                                                       Your Brother in Christ,

 All three new CD’s/Cassettes, $15.00 donation:                              New DVD release:  “Lights Uttering!”
“God’s Way”                                                                                             Also available:  “The Future Fantasy World”
“True Prophecies”                                                                                                     ($20.00 donation each)
“Faith Mystery”

www.NealFrisby.com 
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